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We prove that if s, s’, f, t’ are vertices of a graph, and no path of feuer thaII k edges joins s to 
s’ or t to t’, then there are 2k sets of edges, each meeting eve0 path from s to s’ and 
from t to t’, such that no edge is in mor r: th:ln two of them. This result is dual to Hu’s 
two-commodity flow theorem. 
We are concerned with finite undirected graphs which may have multi@z edges 
but riot loops. 2’ I , *Z+, Q-- denote the sets of non-negative integer:;, hiif-integers, 
and raiionals respectzvely, 
Ford and Fulkerson [2] proved their well-known max-flo-;d m.n-cut thel3rem 
(with which we assume familiarity)-that if S, si’ are vert& of a graph, and each 
edge of the graph has a non-negative integral caparliy, then the maximum value 
of a flow from s to s’ is equal to the minimum .Ldtal capacity of a cut separating s 
and s’. They also proved that there is 3 maximum flow which is integer-valued, 
and which is a sum of unit flows alk:;lg paths from s to s’. A cut separating s and s’ 
is simply a minimal set of edges wh,ich meets e.very path from s tot S’I and so the 
max-flow min-cut tl--Gorem may be expressed purely as a statement about the 
collection of &age-sets of paths from s to s’, with no’ further reference tlu the 
&rap?. A similar abstraction is possible for most of the other theorems we want to 
discuss; and so before coming to these theorems, we develop this idea further, in 
orde;- to provide a convenient framework for their statement and comparison. 
A clutter LI is a (finite) collection of sets such that A I @ A2 for ~1,. A, EL. EWI 
is IJ (A EL), and the bhcker b(L) of k is the collection of minima! sets intcrsect- 
ing each member of I;. Edmonds and Fulkerson [l] proved that Mh!Li)=L. 
If w:E(L)-+Z+ is a map-to be regarded ac a capacity fur\ctiorr---thcz n 
map q :L + Q is said t’? be w-admissible if for each x F E(EI, 
If q is w-admissible, thcr, 
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becaus? For any BE b(L), 
We say that L has the Q’-iU$TUC l~~roll&ti; i  for every such w there exists some 
such 4 tTthic31 attains equality here %e say that L has th,: Z’-&E?ifC prperty or 
the @+-.~&‘&fC pm- ’ ’ , _kT.r?y rf t.5; q may always be chosen integer- or haif-integer- 
valued respectively. 
Then Ford aG F~lkerson’~; theorem asserts th:i, if L is the collection of 
edge-sets $: the paths between vertices s, s’ of a gaph, then L has the Z+-MFMC 
nrq+zty. There is a &al theorEm which is easy to prove, that b(L) also has the 
Z’- ftlFpXC property. 
Hu [4] proved that if s, s’, t, t’ are vertices of a graph and L is the collection of 
minimal edge-sets of p;rths from s to s’ and from t to t’ (we call this sort of clutter 
a Hu collection) then i& has the $Z+-MANIC property, and hence also the 
+- lVU%K property. (See [S] for a short proof.) A general theorem of Lehman 
[63 (or see [33) asserts tha<. if a clutter has the Q’-MFMC property then so does 
its blocker. Thuz~ b&ken cf Hu cohections have the Q’-MI+K property. It is 
the object of this paper to prowe that in fact they have the @‘-IvIFMC property. 
One might st.t!;pect tha; this should be a consequence af Hu’s theorem and a 
generaa result, sim3a.r to ;Ceh.man’s theorem, about clutters with the @+-hlFMC 
property. But in fact there is no SU& gener,al result, because there is a clutter L 
such that L(L) has the ~Z~-J&NfC property and yet L does not. We construct it 
as follows: take the Petersen graph; replace one vertex by a triangle; replace 
every edge by two edges in series: and let L be the collection of minimal sets of 
edges X such that each vertex of this graph ii incidenl with an odd number of 
eciges in . X ISce @].:I There is a counterexample for the Z’-MFMC property as 
well, which is mc~r~: widely known: let (2, be the clutter 
({ I, 3,5), (1,-i, 61, i&3.6), (z.. 4,5}}, 
and lhen b(QJ has rhe Z’-MFMC property but Qg does not. 
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Fig. 2. 
Now some more counterexamples, tc provide motivation for the theorems. 
(a) Three-commodity flows (and therefore cuts) need not have even the Q’- 
MFMC property. In the graph of Fig. 1 the collection of edge-sets of qths from r 
to r’, s to s’, and t to t’ is 
{{l, 21, (2,317 (3, 111, 
and this does not have the Q+-MFMC property. (Hu [4] gives a more complicated 
counterexample to a sneaker conjecture.) 
(b) Hu collections need not have the Z+-%TlML property, for the collection 
from the graph of Fig. 2 is Q6. In fact, it follows from the result of [lo] that a Hu 
collection has the Z+-MFMC property if and only if the graph cannot bc reduced 
to that of Fig. 2 (possibly with s, s’ and t, t’ interchanged) by deleting and 
contracting sc.me edges. 
(c) Blockers of Hu collections need not have the Z’-MFMC property, for the 
Hu collection from the graph of Fig. 3 is b(Q,). (Hu [S] gives another example.) 
Again, in fact the blocker of a Hu collection has the Z’-MFMC property if and 
only if the graph cannot be reduced to that of Fig. 3 (possibly with S, S’ and t, t’ 
interchanged) by deletion and contraction. 
Rotl~sc:hild and Whinstoo [‘7] s~e~gthe~ed Hu’s theorem, as follows-let s, s’, t, 
t’ ‘be vtxtices of an Eulerian grq h (that is, one with all vertices of even valency) 
aad let ,\c be the correspondiq; Hu collection; if every member of b(&) has 
cardinahty a:k, the.n there are k pairwise disjoint members of L, To obtain Hu’s 
result from this, take any graph, and let w be a capacity function on its edges; 
replace each edge e by 2w(e) parallel edges. This produces an Eulerian graph, 
and apphcation of ‘Rothschild and Whinston’s theorem to it gives us Hu’s result 
for the ox@jnaIl grzph. 
We 6.d that theze is also a strengthening of the dual theorem, and this is what 
we probe below. To deduce from this that blockers of Hu collections have the 
@Y-MFMC property, we replace each edge e by 2w(e) edges in series. 
3Ilk!OreM. L&f S, S', it, t’ be vertices of a bipartite graph G, and let L be the 
correqwrzding Hu co&ction. If each member of L has cardina&y 3 k, then there are 
k p&wise disjoint memhrs of b(L). 
Proof. W’; may assume .hat G is connected-for a component which contains 
none of s, s’, t, t’ may be ignored, and if there ale two components each 
containing some of s, s’, t! t’ then the theorem follows easily i by application of the 
dual to FLxd and Fulkersc:n’s theorem. 
For vertices x, y, let d (x, y) denote the number of edges in the shortest path 
from .x to y. Then d(s, s’). djt, t’)aSk. We observe that if x1 and x2 are adjacent, 
then sl(x,, y)fd(x,, y); in fact 
d!x,, yl-&(x2, yi = *I. 
This is where we use the I’act that G is bipartite. For x E V(G), define 
V’e 
are 
et;(x) = $(d(s, x) + Ait, x) - d(s, t)) 
q(x) = j(d(s, x)--gi.‘(r, x).+d(s, t)). 
observe that 4 and t,$ a1.E ?ror+negative, by tie triangle inequality. Yf x1 and xx 
adjacent, then 
,(I(x,)--i(I(xzJ ==+I, 0: or -1 
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This implies that eitk.er 4(x:) = 4(x2) or 4,(x1) = $(x2). For each integer i > 0, let 
A, be the set of edg!:s with’ ends U, z, (say) such that 4(u) f 4(u) and 
max (4(u), 4(u)) = i!; 
and let -Bi be the set of edges such that 4(u) f G(V) and 
Let 
max (q%(u), +4(u)) = i.. 
&={Ai :O<i<m} 
and let % = SBU 3. Then any two distinct members of 92’ are disjoint. 
Now 4(s) = 0 and d;(s’) ;S 0; and if 1 s i s $(s’), any path from s to s’ uses an 
edge in Ai- Thus AI,. . . , A+(,,, are disjoint members of .@J, each meeting every 
path from s to s’. Also, JI(s) = 0 and +(s’) 30; and so, similarly, B,, . . . , B,,,,s~j are 
disjoint members of 9, each meeting every path from s to s’. Now 
&I)+ $(s’) = d(s, s’) = k, 
and distinct members of % are disjoint; thus we may choose k pzirwise disjoint 
members of Ce, C:, . . . , CL :say, each meeting every path from s to s’. Moreover, 
IW) - WI + W’) - 9Wl = &t, 0 2 k, 
and so there are k pairwise ciisjoint members of %, CT, . . . , Ci say, each meeting 
e\ xy path from t to t’. We assume them labelled so that if C: = CT then i = j. Put 
Ei=C~UC: (1s isk) 
Then each Ei meets eveq member of L, and so includes a member of I?(L); it 
remains only to prove that El,. . . , Ek are painvise disjoint. But if if j, ahen 
Cj # Ci and c # C:; and by hypothesis Ct # C’y and CT # Cj. Distinct members 
of 5%’ are disjoint; thus Ei (7 Ej = $3. This completes the proof. 
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